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Stud Runner Clutch
In order to meet the needs of Areva, a bi-directional clutch for their stud runner
was developed to release at 100 ft-lbs of torque. The stud runner is used to fasten 6
inch diameter studs to the reactor vessel head. It is in a sense a large pneumatic drill.
In order to keep the stud runner from damaging the studs and vessel head the stud
runner was equipped with a shear pin that would break and stop the transmission of
torque to the stud runner. When these shear pins broke a time consuming and
uncomfortable process would take place. The pin had to be replaced after the operator
set up a containment zone, all while wearing full radiation protection gear. In order to
save industry the time and labor of replacing these shear pins a clutch was proposed.
This clutch design is a four tooth simple tooth clutch. It utilizes two face gears
pressed together by a spring. When the torque becomes too high the gears start to slip
against the force of the spring pushing down and eventually the gears slide over the top
of one another, stopping the transmission of torque. The clutch is bi-directional and is
designed to release at 100 ft-lbs of torque. It is 14 inches long and attaches to the
bottom of the stud runner and links to the existing output shaft. It is easily adjustable by
a three screw spring pre-load plate accessibly through large access panels. The design
was completed with cost and durability in mind. Pre-manufactured parts were used
wherever possible and simplicity was a goal. This clutch will be able to e adapted via
adapter plates to the various different stud runner types.
This clutch will improve efficiency for Areva and its customers and allow its
workers to avoid radiation exposure as much as possible.

